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Ever thought of the glass surrounding you 
in all those vehicles? That’s Sphinx Glass!  
Designed and manufactured with your 
convenience in mind.

Our showroom is everywhere, seen from the 
curbs and each time you look at your re�ec-
tion or the modern buildings and blue sky at 
re�ection in car windows. Sphinx Glass is all 
around you, capturing every re�ection, 
every nuance and every sparkle, giving the 
world a constantly changing appearance 
of splendor.

Egyptians were among the �rst to make and 
use glass in their art and culture, as far back 
as 2500 BC. To this day, glass is the soul of 
modern architecture, a versatile material 
used in multiple industries and hundreds of 
applications. Glass product categories are 
mainly: �at or �oat glass, container glass, 
�berglass, optical glass and specialty glass. 
Automotive glass falls under the �at glass 
category. 

Sphinx Glass is the main player in the 
automotive glass industry in Egypt and the 
leading �oat glass supplier in Egypt and the 
MENA region. Our glass is best for safety, 
comfort, style and creating the magical, 
extraordinary, diaphanous feel of space 
and light. It’s more than a simple barrier 
between you and the elements outside!

Sphinx Glass 
The Soul of Auto in Egypt

We’re a fast growing, independently operat-
ed �oat glass manufacturer in Egypt. We 
started production in April 2010, bringing 
sparkle to the world by supplying �oat glass 
products to the architectural, decorative, 
home appliances and automotive indus-
tries. We have a state-of-the-art, high produc-
tion facility that is strategically located near 
the main sea ports, giving Sphinx Glass the 
ability to deliver an excellent and ef�cient 
logistics service to the export markets, 
currently spanning across �ve continents. 

Sphinx Glass is known for the superior 
quality of its products, using advanced 
manufacturing technology, strict quality 
assurance and �rst-rate raw materials. Vitro 
(PPG Industries), a world renowned glass 
manufacturer, is the primary know-how and 
technology provider of our production 
facility. Vitro (PPG Industries) is at the leading 
edge of developing innovative technology. 
The utilization of Vitro’s technology is a key 
factor in our ability to position Sphinx Glass 
as the leading glass producer in the region 
and to consistently supply high-quality 
products.

For more than a decade, Sphinx OEM glass, 
or Original Equipment Manufactured glass, 
is made using the most advanced manu-
facturing technologies to ensure optimum 
quality of products and services. 

Our automotive quality glass comes in 
varying sizes and thicknesses, yet its de�ning 
characteristic is its clear and undistorted 
visibility, whether in the clear �oat or the 
green and grey ranges, which provides high 
transmittance (90% for the in-front 
windshield) and eliminates solar heat gain, 
making the different varieties of Sphinx 
Glass products ideal for windshield, 
sidelights and backlights.

Sphinx Glass’s successful partnership with 
the market leading glass processors, Aman 
Safety Glass Group and Dr. Greiche Glass, 
has made a big impact on the regional 
market. This partnership of�cially supplies 
windshields and other automotive glass 
parts to most of the automobile companies 
in Egypt, such as General Motors, Volvo, 
Hyundai, Nissan, Toyota, Suzuki, Chevrolet, 
Geely, Speranza, Lada, Mitsubishi and 
Mercedes.

Our automotive glass has been trusted for 
years by the leading global automotive 
OEMs to promote passenger comfort and 
safety, and enhance vehicle design. 

Reliability, Elegance,
Security
Our automotive quality glass comes in 
varying sizes and thicknesses, from 2.1mm to 
5mm, to meet all automotive requirements 
for windshields, backlights and sidelights. It 
gets processed by the leading glass proces-
sors in the region: Dr. Greiche Glass and 
Aman Safety Glass Group, to screen out 99% 
of the damaging UV rays that can fade and 
deteriorate almost all of the interior surfaces 
of any vehicle (fabric, leather and vinyl), thus 
preserving the life of the vehicle for years as 
well as protecting the occupants inside.

Our success comes from the satisfaction of 
our clients and �nal end-users. We’ve 
integrated core values in our corporate 
culture with quality coming �rst. We continu-
ously develop the best practices, handpick 
our suppliers and service providers, and 
make sure everyone follows our strict 
automotive quality standards. Sphinx Glass 
has obtained the CE mark, found on our 
products that are manufactured to EEA 
standards, which enables vehicles to meet 
international safety standards. We grasp new 
trends, anticipate the future of transport and 
support vehicle manufacturers to create 

added value solutions, which is at the heart 
of our innovation strategy.

Sphinx Glass continues to explore new ideas 
for making glass stronger, safer and adapt-
able for new vehicles, utilizing the most 
advanced manufacturing technologies 
(supported by Vitro technologies) for 
optimum quality of products and services.

Sustainability and precision are the focal 
points of our company, and the reason why 
our products are of exceptional perfor-
mance as well as being eco-friendly, made 
with 22% recycled glass to help reduce the 
energy required in manufacturing.

Our long, successful experience and exper-
tise makes us more than just a supplier. 
Sphinx Glass is your key partner! Learning 
from everyday contacts, audits and market 
insights, we’re able to continuously improve 
our position as a reliable provider and 
constantly upgrade our performance. We 
always work and partner with those who 
share our corporate values, quality 
standards and long-term vision.

And because of this, today Sphinx Glass is 
the leading provider of OEM quality glass in 
the region. Today, we are ubiquitous!

Our Partners in Success
Aman Safety Glass Group is a leading 
automotive glass manufacturer, with 30 
years of experience in the �eld and four 
factories acquiring a total space of 38,000 
m², dedicated to the production of both 
tempered and laminated automotive glass 
for all types of vehicles, most brands and all 
models. 

Dr. Greiche Glass is a leading glass proces-
sor in the Middle East and Africa, providing 
quality glass solutions in the automotive, 
building, decorative, home appliance, 
lighting and security sectors as well as 
providing glass installation services. Dr. 
Greiche trademark has reached more than 
40 countries around the world.
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